
SHOPPI, G FO:-' PANTS You v'ant to bUy a pair of pants, You are trlinking of 
buyj 19 ti ern at Prem iurn Pa Its at ttle regular' pr' ceo Trlat is tlecause 
Fastlion Passon sells the same pair of pants for one third rnore, But 
Fasrdon Pass' on is hav 'ng a sale where everytrling is one third off, Where 
sly uld you t)1 y your pants " 

HAIR You have two daugrlters, Ruta and Lina, Ruta is born without any har 
and rler hair gr'ows at a rate of one inch per year Lina is born With hair 
that is one inch long and it grows at a rate of two in....hes per year, They 
both have hair that is twe lve inches long, 
a) Let t be time in years. With t=O when Ruta is born, Define a function R 

" which gives the lengtfl of Ruta's hair (in inches) at time t. 
b) How old is Ruta ? 
c) Let s be tlme n years, With s=O when Lina is born. Define a function L 
wrlierl gives the ength of L'na's rlair' (in inches) at tirne s, 
d Howald is Lina , 
e) ~ow define a funct, n H wr-lieh gives the length of Lina's hair in incrles} 
at time t wrlere t=O when Ruta is born, Graprl the funet ion$ Rand H on the 
same graph, 

C,A.LrULATiNG TAX You are a single personw 0 is f'ling taxes with Ul9
 

1 ,0 EZ form, Suppose you earned no intere'-t during the year, but rlad
 
tJtal wages W(in dollars), 0 th's man y, 5,550 '5 not taxable, wr-iereas
 
",rlE' rpst ie axed a' a rate 0 15%,
 
a) Define a function T (in dollars) wrlic~l determines the amount of tax for
 
. Ie year,
 
b) How mucrl 'ax rnU-.1t yOI pay if you ear ed 10,000 dollar:, ?
 

c) If you did earn lO,Ot 0 dollars, r,ow much more must you earn for your
 
taxes to double!
 
0; How rnucrl must you have earned if you need no, pay any tax at all ?
 



Hr PPIN . FOR PAt~TS II La and beho d, you find a oupon in the 
newspaper. Premium Pants off rs nve dollars worth of socks when you 
purchase any par of pant.s. Does this affect your decision? 

HE OLD "AR AND THE NEW CAR Your family r,a ...· two cars, an old car 
and a new car. Both cars take off together on a trip. They botl-, start off 
with full gas tanks. They both maintain a speed of 60 miles per hour-. The 
old car has a 15 gallon gas tank and gets 12 miles to the gallon. Tile new 
car has a 10 gallon as tank and gets 30 miles to the gallon. 
a) For the old car, define a function y (in gallons) which gives the amount 
of gas in the tank at time t (in hours). 
b) When is the gas tank of the old ar empty ? 
c) For trle ew car, define a functio y (in gallons) 'vvrich gives HIe amoun 
of aas in trle tank at time t (in hours. 

>oJ 

) When is the gas tank of the new car empty? 
e) Wh n do both cars have the same amount of gas in their tanks? 

r;iDDL~ Six years a 0 I was three times younger than my fatrier is now. !n 
four year:;, my fother vir· e twice as old a'- me HovoJ old am I ? 



Hor EWORK DUE 4/9: 7. I :t: 6, JrS2. .2 :t: 16, :t: 18, =20, :: 4'" J :t: 4 , =50. 
3.2 :t:8. 3.4 :t: 16. 

ONE WISE 1f\ AND TWO WISE GUYS 

iu Yuan-te is marching onward to Shu and seek.s "he help f a wise man. 
At the top of the higrlest mountain he finds trlree old men sitting under a 
tree. They all start talking at once. HIe first says, "Trlis tree is twice my 
age, but fifty years ago it was three times my age." The second says, " rlis 
tree is twice. my age, but wrlen I was half my age, then it wa,=, three t 'rnes 
my age." The third ""ays, "This tree is twce my age, t1ut when i was hal 
its age, it was fifty years younger trlan I am now." 
Wrdeh is the wise man? 

GENERAL PROBLEM Let x and y be variables. Let a, b, C, d, e, f be
 
constants. Given the equations ax + by =e and x + dy = f, solve for x
 
and y.
 
a) When is there exactly one solu ion and wrlat is jt ?
 
b) When ar'e trlere infinitely many solutions and wrlat are they?
 
c) When is there no solution?
 



COUNTING TRAINS The towns of ,A.ttica, Lakersville, and Concord are 
connected by trains, The trains only run during the day; trley leave in the 
morn'ng and arr've in the evening. Every morning half of the trains in 
Attica leave for Bakersville and the other rlalf leave for Concord. Every 
mar ing all of the trains in Bakersville leave for Concar'd. Every morning 
all of the trains in Concord Jeave for Attica, There are five trai s in all. 
At night, when none of the trains are running, how many are there in each 
of the respect ive towns? 

DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION At the Democratic convention in June, every
 
de Jegate has been pledged to one of three candidates: 8i I1Cl:ntonJ Jerry
 
Brown] and Paul Tsongas. As none of the three candidates has a convincing
 
majority, the party leadership decides to free all of the delegates so that
 
trJey can vote for wfJoever trJey J'ke. Because of this, Bill Clinton enlists
 
the support of 20 0 of Jerry Brovm's old delegates and 20% of Paul Tsongas'
 
ald de legates. Jerry Brown enl ists the support of 10% of ,Bi I JClinton's old
 
delegates and 20% of Paul Tsongas' old delegates. PauJ Tsongas enlists the
 
support of 10% of 8i 11 Clinton's old delegates and 10% of Jerry Brown's aJd
 
delegates. After this a new vote is taken] with the results that Bi 11
 
Clinton wins 50%, Jerry Brown wins 30%, and Paul Tsongas wins 20% of
 
the otal vote.
 
a) What percentage of the delegates d'd each of the three candidates have
 
going 'nto the convention?
 
b) Who gained delegates and who lost delegates as a resuJt of the party
 
leadership's dec isiori ? 



GAUSSIAN ELiMiNATlm relies on trle followin three f/ementary 
operations' 
1. 1"1ult ip ly both sides of an equat ion by a nonzero constant. 
2. Interchange tl'le order in which two equat'ons of a system are listed. 
3. To one equation add a multiple of another equation in the system 

KEEPING IN TOUCH A daughter, a mothe , and a grandmother write 
ietters to each other regularly because they live in different cities. 
During the course of a year each writes as many letters as she receives 
(but not necessarily from the same people). The daughter writes t lfeQ 

times more often to trle mother han to the grandmother. The moU1er 
writes twice as often to the grandmother than to the daughter. The 
grandmother writes two letters to the daughter for every three letters she 
wri tes to the mother. 
a) Define functions D, 1'1, and Gto give the number of letters the ,jaughter, 
mother, and grandmother write dur'ng the 'year, respectively. 
b) Solve for D, M, and G. How many solutions are there? What are they? 
c) Suppose that during the year the three write ninety letters in all. How 
many solutions are trlere? What are they? 

!f '.tl? haVl> two Ii ",ar equatlo S wIth two vari ..b '?s t then WI? malJ piettJre

these equations wlth a two dm ensl0nal graph.
 
If we havl? thr~l? iinEoJr equ .. tions \'nth thrt'e variables I tr.en we mllst lJS,?
 
a hrE'f:' dunenSlOrta i 9r aph Her'eo each linear e-qua ion repres€'nts a plan€'. f
 
the three plaMs intp.rsect in a point.; then WI? h..vl? a U iqul? solution. If thl?')
 
ntersect in a line- t as n the picture below, hen we h<JVE,> infint€'ly mant;
 

solutions with onl? independe-nt val"iable If thl?Y in~l?rsl?ct in a planl?, thl?n WI?
 

hayo? infintely ma y solutIons wIth "'of0 mdl?pend€'nt variables. If ther-e are no
 
point.s common to a11 thrl?t' p lanO?s,
 
then t~!E'r-1? aFE' 0 solutions 



CENTRAL PLANNING After a Soviet coup the leaders of the coal industry, 
the steel industry, and the train system get togetrler to decide on the 
number of workers trJey need to keep all of their industries gOing. "Let us 
agree", they say, "that first we each need a certain number of workers Just 
to take care of our own needs. The coal industry needs 2 million workers 
just to keep the mines open and operating. The steel industry needs 2 
million workers Just to maintain the mills and factories and keep them 
running. The train system needs 1 mill ion workers just to keep the trains 
and t rle tracks in good cond i t ion." 

Then the three turn to discuss what they need from each other. 
Regardless of how many workers they were to have or what exactly they 
were work ing on or how product 've they were to be, they agreed on trle 
follow ing guide lines: 

"For every four people working in the coal industry there must be 
one person in the steel industry (to produce mining equipment)." 

"For every four people working in the steel industry there must be 
one person in the train system (to deliver raw materials) and two people 
in the coal industry (to supply coal for our furnaces)." 

"For every four people working in trle tl'ain system there must be 
four people in the coal industry (to supply coal for our engines) and three 
people in the steel industry (to produce tracks and trains). 
a) Define a function C that gives the number of workers that must be 
working in tt-Ie coal industry. Define a function 5 that gives the number of 
workers that must be working in the steel industry. Define a function T 
that gives the number of workers that must be work ing in the train 
system. (Recommendation: use units of "mi J-ions of workers") 
b) How many workers must there be working in eact'J of the industries? 
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QUADRATIC EQUATIONS are those which can be written in the form below, 
where x is a variable and a, b, C are constants with a~O. 

ax2 + bx + c =0 

RECT ANGLES A rectangle has a perimeter of 8 feet. 
a) Define a function A that gives the area of the rectangle in terms of a 
single variab Ie. 
b) Graph the function A 

c) Find the dimensions (length and width) for which the rectangle has the 
greatest area. 

I 

4 

0_>-.2_>-.4 

I 
I 

60011 

0-~10·~20 

HAZARDOUS WASTE You are des igning a sui tease that is to look just I ike 
a container for hazardous waste. It is to be cylindrical in shape and bright 
ye llow The sum of the length, the width, and the height must be 60 inches 
so that it can be checked on board an airplane. You decide to maximize its 
surface area so that it would be highly visible. 
a) Define a function 5 that gives U'le surface area of trle container in 
terms of a single variable. 
b) Graph the funct ion S. . 
c) Find the dimensions (radius and r,eighU wrtich yield the greatest 
'3urf ace area 





GOING TO KANSAS CITY A new interstate highway is being bullt to 
connect Wich ita, Kansas with the Northeast. In the outsk irts of Wichita 
there are three farming towns more or less along the way of the proposed 
highway. (One is 2 miles eastand 1 mile north, the other is3 miles east 
and 2 miles north, and the last is 5 miles east and 3 miles north). Each 
wants the highway to pass by as close as possible. The builders insist 
that in the outskirts of Wichita the highway be straight as a line, but they 
are willing to discuss the exact direction in which the highway will go. 
What direction for the highway will best accomodate all three towns? 

We attack this type of problem by using "the method of least 
squares". We consider a line y=mx, extending from Wichita, and we will be 
looking for the most suitable slope m. To do this we calculate the vertical 
distance from each town to the I ine. Let T be the sum of the squares of 
the vertical distances. 
a) Note that T is a function of m. For what m is T a minimum? 

Having so lved for m, note that the 1ine y=mx passes very close to a11 
three towns. The function T gives a measure of how far off a line is from 
the towns. Note that T is a sum of squares: each square represents a 
posi t ive contribut ion from a town. I f aline is too far off from any single 
town, that line is severly penalized because the vertical distance to that 
town is squared. This technique is usua lly used to find m,b such that a 
line y=mx+b will be most representative of a collection of data. In this 
case the funct ion T is a funct ion of two variab les, m and b, and in this 
class we do not have the techniques for determining when T is a minimum. 

nor-th 

2 2 2 
T = (2m-I) + (3m-2) + (5m-3) 

T = 38m2 - 46m +14 
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y = LXl.. and y = ~x 2. 

I 
I 
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What is the difference in shape 
between a steep parabola and a 
shallow parabola? 
Suppose y = ax ~ 
If we replace x with ~X and y with ~y) 
then this is equivalent to changing 
the scales in the x and y directions 
in equal proportions - thi sis the 
same as moving closer to or farther 
away from the graph. .z;." l-

But this gives us t~ = (0.:1 ~ G1. ~ ?- x. 
Consequent1y, the graph of y =ax 2 

to moke the groph steeper, 
multiply the function by 0, 

where 0 ) 1. 

Exomple: y = 2x 2 

to m6ke the gr6ph Sh611 ower, 
multiply the function by 6, 
where 1 ) 6 ) O. 

Exompl e: y = i x 2 

y = ~x 2 

I 
r 
10 

-10 0 10 

just looks like the graph of y = x2 does from close up or 

This is 0 speciol property of porobolos. 

-


far away. 

Given 6 Quodrotic function 
y = ox2 +bx +c we con by compl et i ng 
the squore wri te it in the form: 

b 2.. '02
~.:: 0...2. ('X + 'J:..') + ((. - 1') 
so thot it·s groph con be got ten from 
the graph y = x 2 by movi ng closer or 

forther owoy from the groph, mov] n9 
the groph to the right or to the left. 
ond moving it up or down. 
THEREFORE THE GRAPH OF EVERY 
QUADRATIC FUNCTION IS A PARABOLA I 

i 5 +0 .~ i~ .l. ""~ (.-("~ y:: ~ X1- ~ .'0"" .1" i-... 

+)., ~ ~:)Il. l~ 01 .s,v 't"'\1'VI~+\'I \IV, Ill, ~ \"'" 



HOMEWORK DUE: 4/17 3.2 itA7, #52 3.5 #22 3.6 # 14 
2.5 #52, #58, #62 Chapter 3 review exercise # 14, #36, #66 

RECOMMENDED PROBLEMS: 
32 #11 #19 #25 #31 #41 

• J J J ,2.2 # 15, #25, #33, #35, #39, 
3.3 #3,#7,#13,#15, #232 4 # 17 # 19 #21 #27 #31 

• ) J , J 3 4 #3 #7 # 11 # 15 # 17 
• J J J J25 #1 #3 #29 #47 #49 

• J) J } 3 5 #9 # 11 # 13 #35 #41 
• ) J , J7 1 #33 #37 #39 #55 #57 

· J J , ) 

36 #7 #9 #11 #13 #17 
• J J J Jpg.444 #9, # 17, #41, #45, #47 
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to move the graph up Ie squares. 
replace Y with (Y-le) 

Exomple: y-3::: x 2 so thot Y ::: X -+3 

to move the graph down Ie squares, 
repl ace y with (y"ld 

Example: y"3::: x 2 so that Y ::: X2-3 

2Y ::: X 2 .. 4x .. 4 fin d y::: X - 4x .. 4 

-
 -


-


I 
I 
5 

-5 50 

-

I 

to move the graph 
Ie squares to the r1 ght, 
replace x wi th (x-Ie) 

Example: y = (x-2)2 
which 1S y::: x 2 -4x +4 

to move the groph
 
Ie sQuores to the left,
 
reploce x with (x+le)
 

2 
·Exomple: y = (x+2) 

which iS~::: x 2 +4x +4 

-


to get 6 par6bo16 16cing down, 
multiply y by -1. 

2Example: (-y)::: x 
whi ch j s y::: _ X 2 



READING 3.5 Wednesday, 4/15 3.6 Friday, 4/17 The midterm wi]] 
cover Sections 2.1, 2.2, 24, 25,3 I, 3.2, 3.3, 34, 3.5, 36, 7. I, 7.2. 

lIH][E (SJ~~[P)[H] @!F ~ @U.IJ~IDl~~ i ~ tC !FU.lJOOtCl ~ ©Wl ~ 5l ~ 

lP'&~~[B)lQ)l& ~t7 TI ] 

Con~;lder the quadratic functlOn y =6~+bx+c 
MultlpJy both sldes by {) 2
 

Complete the square by addIng ~
 
to boH', sldes. Havln~thus rewntten the 

functlOn. let. K,= ~-6C ~= ~ K3 = {) 
Trlen vve see t.hat the graph of the 

functlOn IS gotten bl.j taking y = x2 

,:3nd manipulating its graph in the followlng three weldS 
I) Repjaclng y with y + K

2 
. so that the graph moves up or down 

II) Replaclng x yvit,h x + K1 
sot hat the grap h m 0 v estothen 9ht I) r tot he 1eft 

Ill) Replaclng both x wlth K.,;x and y wlth K3 y so that the 

graph appears closer or farther awey 

Ouest,lon Wrlat ere the X-intercepts of 
'I

the functIon y = exL+bx+c ? 

y = )(2- 2>< .. 4 
The ergument ebove demonstr-etes thet the graph of 
e quedretlc function is elweys e perebole l 

Th1S f act tog e the r W 1t rl Ul e f act t hat y = >< ~ t'l aS fJ n 
aXl S of symmet.ry make for- a qUl ck t.echnl que of 
graprling quadratlc functlons 
Flnd where U'le function y = axl+bx+C Intersects 

- wlth the horlzontelline y = c The aX1S of 
symmetry must be exactly betvveen t.he pOlnt.s or 
lntersectlon, 
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The Family of Functions y x N
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Be sure to memorIze the shapes of the basIc graphs l 

'Vy'rlen "lye ar-e interested in trle difference in size between 
poll.jnomials, we subtract one from the other. 
E><ample when is the volume of a cube blgger then the length 
IJf lts side '7 

Know how to fIn d x --I n t erc ep t s.
 
Where IS the function pOSHIYe, where 15 H negoUYe ?
 

3Y = x - x 

I 
i 

, 
2 

- ~-2 0 2 

\tn-len we ere lnter-estelj to nle relative dIfference 10 the Slze
 
of two polyoornlels, we look et their reUo.
 
In trlls example it would be ?5.

3 or _x_, 8S we choose.
 
x x 3 

REeT ANGLE OF FI XED AREA If e r-ectengl e rv~s area 1 end 
1eng Ul X, Ul enthera t1 a ~ gi \I esthew i dt h. 
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~'Jote do not. do flOmey,'ork problem 2.5 #62. It has 1j t~pogrephlcel en-or-. 

CO/"lP,A.RING PLEASURE: You find the apartment of your dreams. The rent 
is $ I ,000 per month. You want to I ive there forever but aII the same they 
make you pay first and last months' rent before you even move in. How do 
you compare, at any given time, the amount of dollars you have spent on 
rent with trle amount of va lue you have received? 

• 
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COMPARING VOLUf1E Given width w, one box has dimensions 
w, Vol + 100, w + 100, and another box has dimensions w, W + 10, 2w 
When w is very large, how do the volumes of the boxes compare? 



Hm1EWOR~·: DUE 4/23: 1.3 #98, 23 .tt58, 2S # 18, 
3.4 .tt27, .tt32, .tt34, 3.6.tt20, pg202 #72, 10 i #2, .tr27. 

THE 1'105T SIGNIFICANT i'1ATH PROBLEM OF ALL: There are N people at a 
pany. You br-ought a rectangular cake. You cut trle cak.e across its length, 
say x times, and across its width, say y times, so that each piece has the 
same srlape. Wr-lat are the ways you can cut the cake so that eacrl person 
gets a piece and there are none left over? 

lntegers ways of factoring prlme eJecompositlon 

2 

3
 

4
 

5 

6
 

7
 

12 

24
 

360
 

HIe numbers .. -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, ... are called the integers.
 
Tr-le bui lding blocks of tr-le integers are the prime Dumbers.
 
The first several prime numbers are 2,3,5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19,23.
 

The Fundamental Trleorem of Arithmetic says that eacrl integer can be
 
expressed uniquely as a product of prime numbers and ±1
 

SECRET CODES You can use this fact to write secret codes! Factor the
 
number 5,467,500,000 and find the answer to a riddle for Easter: "Dig
 
througrl ice and find silver. Dig through silver and find gold."
 

POLYNOMIALS ALSO FACTOR INTO BUILDING BLOCKS: if you allow for
 
imaginary numbers, then the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra says that
 
each polynomial p(x) can be expressed uniquely as a product of linear
 
factors (x+C i) and a constant ~:
 

tor example, )(A -- 1 = (x+ 1)(x-l )(x+i)(x-i) where 1 = )-1 15 trle 
lmaginary number. If we don't allow for the imaginary number, then some 
of the "chunks" of the polynomial don't break down: 

x4 - 1 = (x+ 1)(x-l )(x2 + 1) 



NOTE: As we code logical statements into polynomials,
 
multiplication means "and"
 
addition means "either... or.
 

<- 9 b -) 

(g + b) 

'J(g + b)( g + b) = L
 

g2 + 2gb + t)2
 
(g + b)(~ + b)(g +r?) = 3 3
 
g3 + 3g"-b + 3gbL + b3
 

(g + b)(q + b)(g + b)(g + b) = 4 6 4
 
g4 + 4g3b + 6g2b2 + 4gb3 + b4
 

GIRLS AND BOYS: A fami ly has three chi ldren. What is the chance that
 
there are two boys and a girl?
 

BLUE EYES AND BROWN EYES: Each person has a pair of genes that 
determines eye color. The gene for brown eyes, "B", wins out over the gene 
for blue eyes, "b", Therefore the pairs "BB" and "Bb" make for brown eyes, 
and only the pair "bb" makes for blue eyes. When a chi Id is born, it gets 
one gene from each parent 
Suppose that the father has "Bb" and the mother has "Bb" as we 11.. What is 
the chance that their child has blue eyes? 

BIG BOX: A wooden box is in the shape of a cube. The box is made of 
.material that is 1 inch thick. 
Suppose that the inside of the box has volume x3. Then the outside of the 
box has vo lume (x + 2)3. 
A) Expand the latter polynomial and give a geometrical explanation for 
each term 
B) What happens to the difference between the volumes of HIe inside and 
trle outside of the box as x gets large? 



1MllE1!H1CltPS ClFlPlRCClF .~#20 

BOX OFFICE When the box office opens there are Npeople in line waiting 
to bUy tickets. It takes one minute to help each person. Consider the time 
spent by the Npeople walting in line and purchasing tickets once the box 
office has opened. If we add it all up, how much would it be ? 

1+2+3+4+ ... +N = ? 
LEX LUTHOR, the archvl1laln of Superman, was mlsch1evous and ingenious 
as a child. His math teacher once punIshed him by having him stay after 
class and add up all the numbers from one to one hundred. To her suprlse, 
after five minutes he presented her with the answer. How did he do it ? 
.~o i.. = I +2 +3 +..... + i +.... + 100. = ( 100 +d )( ~ 00) 
4.:" 

BIJECTION Bijection is the most illuminating method of proor. It: 
involves matching the structure behind the problem with an identical 
structure that is more conducive to our intuition. .I t is· an act of . 
translating the original problem into a language where it makes more· 
intuit ive sense. ~ 

For our prob.lem, we may consider the side of .the staircase given in the 
diagram. The area or each reCtangle corresponds toa term in the sum· and . 
the total area Is 1+2 +~...: +-N; . . ~. - . 

If we take two such staircases and lay them oPPosite one another, then 
we get an "N+ I by N+ I" square~ 1II+t"1 by I" squares missIng. Therefore: 
2'1'(area of staircase) = (area of "N+I by N+I"-)-(t.I+~)«area of "1 by 1") 

J .. .", 

- -;.:: 

- ".'·s 



INDUCTION Induction is a powerful technique to use when we suspect 
that a formula is true for all integers N >0, but we lack proof. 

"Suppose that for eacrl integer N ) 0 we have a statement PN for wrl1ch 

the following two conditions ho1d: 
1. p1 is true. 

2. For each integer k >0, if Pk is true, then Pk-+- 1 is true 

Then all the statements are true; that is, PN is true for all mtegers N >0." 

see pg.557 N IN-fi) 
In our case the statement PN states that" 1 -+- 2 -+- ... + N" ;;z. ", 

and we are trying to show that the statement PN is true for all N> O. If we 

demonstrate that the two above mentioned conditions hold, then what we 
are trying to show will be true by induction. 

We first show that P1is true. This statement states that \ = l. 
We see that this statement is indeed true. 

Now we are a1Jowed to suppose that P" is true, that is, 

1+2-+- ... +k = 

Using the assumption that Pk is true, we want to show that Pk-+- 1 is true. 

Let us add k-+-l to each side of the equation above. This gives us: 

1 -+- 2 + ... + k + (k+ 1) = 
1 + 2 + + (k+ 1) = 

We see that if we assume that Pk is true, then it follows that Pk-+-l is true. 

Therefore the second condition holds. This proves by induction that PN is 

true for all integers N > O. 
The upshot is that we know that PN is true because we can prove it 

from PN-l ' which we can prove from PN-2 ' which we can prove from PN- ' 3 

and we pass along the burden of proof in trlis manner unti 1we get to P1 ' 

when we can stop because we know that P1 is true! 
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!FORST IMJODTIERIMI 

Name: Aprll ~. 1992 
Andrius Kulikauskas 

Do all eight problems. They are all worth the same number of 
points. Show all of your work. No calculators. No notes. Relax. 
Good luckl 

I) You have four dollars worth of change. It consists of nickels and 
quarters. You have three times as many nickels as you have quarters. How 
many nickels do you have, and how many quarters? 

2) Select nonzero numbers for A, B, Cso that the two linear equations in x 
and y have no solutions: 

2x + 3y =5 
Ax + By = C 



3) A one ounce letter costs 29 cents to mai 1. A two ounce letter costs 52 
cents to mai I. Assume that the price of mai I ing a letter (in cents) is a 
linear function of its weight (in ounces). Write down this function. 

4) A baseball is thrown up into the air. I ts height is given by 144t - 16t2 

where time t is in seconds. At what time does it achieve its maximum 
height? 



25) You are given the equation x + 2px + q =0 where p and q are 
Constants. Solve for x in terms of p and q by completing the square. No 
other method will be counted correct. 

6) Graph y = 4xJ - x. 
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7) The graph in the plcture 15 8 parabola 
It includes the pOlnts (-3, 0). (-2, ~ ), 
(-1,2). (0, ~ ). (1,0). Wnte down t.he 
quadrat i c funct i on that is descrl bed b!~ 

thi 5 graph. 

-x 

- x - 3B) Groph y = 
x - 4 
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4S # 4, #43 (crlange the two ea trlquaf~es to, osrlua Tree Quake 6.1 an,_ 
Oakland Quake 7.2) Chapter 4 review #82, .1:99, ..tt 124 (replace the 
words "relative growth rate" with "annual percentage increase" so that, 
for example, the population of China increases by a factor of 1.014 eery 
year.) 

READ: i1onday: 4. 1and 4.3, Wednesday: 4.4. 

CHECKERS AND CHESS A SUltan from India once asked that there be 
invented a game of strategy r,y which he might test his skill at rnak.ing 
war. Many games were created, but rle was most pleased by ttle games of 
crleckers and chess, and sought to reward their creators. 

The creator of cfieckers said, "Each day find a square on ttle checker 
board and stack a thousand coins. Do this until ali the squares rIa e been 
filled. Then I will be suitably rewarded." 

The creator of che-:.s said, "On fie first square of ttl€' chess board 
place but one coin. Tammorow, place as many coins on ttle second square 
as there are on the first square. And the next day, place as many coins on 
the trlird square as there are on the otrler' two. In this way, eacrl day find 
an empty ;:,quare and place as many coins on it as trlere are already on U'le 
board. Do this until all the squares tlave been filled. Then I wiil bc 

suitably reward." 
How were they each rewarded? 



MANHATTAN The Dutch came to New York around trie year 1640. Legend 
has it that they purchased the island of Manhattan from the Indians for 20 
dollars. We suppose that the Indians deposited trlat money i. a fund 
earning en percent a year. 
A) How mu h was the money worth in 1650 ? 

How much was the money worth in 1803 ?
 

How much was the money worth in 1992 ?
 
How much vIas the money worth in 1492 ?
 

B) When it grows ten percent a year, how long does it tak.e for money to
 
double '.
 
C) How much do you think Manhat an is worth. If it was worth 20 dollars
 
to begin with, by what percentage did its worth increase each year?
 

ADAM AND EVE The populat ion of the 'y'vorld is 5.5 bi 1\ ion. TrJis number
 
has been increasing by percent every year.
 
A) When was trJere on1y one person 'n the vvor1d ?
 

When were there two people 'n trle world? 
8) How many times has the population of the world ever doubled? 
Cit is thought that the tota I number of rlumans that ever 1ived is 100 
billion. When will that many people be living in the world at one time? 
D) Wrlat is wrona 

,J 
with this model 
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x = log 1r- P is equiva'ent to P= '0 
lo910P + 109100 = lo910PO 

What lies halfway between the largest things and the smallest things in 
the universe? 
!f we stack.ed a tri 1Iion dol Jar bi IIs, one on top of he other, how far would 
tt'ley reach '. What if we place J tt-1em end to end? 

P 
10910P - log 10Q = 10910 Q..
 

Wrlich is larger, trle EarHI with respect to the solar system, or the sun
 
wi trl respect to trle ""Ii Iky Way?
 
If the Earth was trle size of a human, what would be trle diameter of j ts
 
orbit?
 
In relative terms, which is longer, a strand of hair or a DNA molecule?
 
At least flOW a d must the universe be ?
 

I09\OPll = n I0910P
 

How rnany particlos could fit into thp universe as we knovv' it ?
 
If alectron"" and protons were thought to have trJe same density, how much
 
more must a proton weight?
 
How many spiders could cover a human being? HOVi many rJumans could
 
cover a skyscraper .
 
Is the Earth smooth?
 
Suppose you start with one bacteria. Every hour they sp lit in two. When
 
would they fill the known universe?
 
They say that on one square mile there I ive as many insects as thare are
 
people in the entire world, If people lived this densely, how many of them
 
could the Earth support?
 

091 1 = 0 

i c<,v P
I jQ QI<;O _ P10 l fi Q = ~, v 

log 1oP is only ~'efined when. >O. . 



x THE SCALE OF THE UNIVERSE 

, (")26 "r
I _' , istance t farthest knvwn q lasars LO.,
1 i"~ 

1 24 distance to thousand closest gala, ies 24 
'I 023 0~Lj 

i 022 :.::.2 
1-0 1 the Mi lky Way galaxy's diameter 21 
1020 20 
101 19 
1018 distance to riundred closest stars 18 
i 0 17 1 1ight-year 17 
1 16 16 

1015 15 
1014 our~olarsystem'sdiameter 14 
1")13 13 
1012 diameter of Jupiter's orbit 12 
1011 diameter of Earth's orbit supergiant star's diameter 11 
1010 giant star's diameter 10 
ll 9 diameter of HIe moon's orbit sun's diameter 9 
108 Jupit~r's diameter 8 
107 Earth's diameter 7 
'j 06 moon's diameter length I. f California 6 
105 asteroid's diameter 5 
"I O~ height of Mount Everest 4 
1 /3 height of the clouds above 1 mile 3 
102 rleight of skyscraper 2 
101 height of tree 1 
10° height of human 1 meter adio waves 0 
1 -1 ~ize f kitten -1 
i 0-2 size of spider 1 inCrl -2 
10-3 size of ameba - 3 
10-4 thickness of hair or paper length of a DNA molecule -4 
!0-5 size of human cell ~5 
10-6 size of bacteria size of cell organelles !isible light -6 
10- ize of virus -7 
1 -8 thickness of cell wall si e of Drotein litraviolet rays -8 
l' -9 size of ami 0 acid width of a DN. molecule - .... 
1 -10 size of atom X-rays-1 
10-11 -11 

1010-12 
- ! L.. 

, 0- 13 
I ' diameter of atom's flue 1eus gamma rays -13 
1 (,-14 
~ .,•.1 diameter of prOlon 

1 (';-15 
: ....1 diarnete, c'f electron (classicd]) --15 

y16 -16 
10-\ -17 
1 ()-16 nr.::.c.wr,t c> 'nQrlry,ont-:.l 1ilYl1tc i" rh.:.' co-::<,..rh fr,r ,.11 ,::<rl,oc - ~ R 



Be sure to have ead 4. 1, 43 .. 4.4.
 
-,EAD: Friday: 10.2, Monday: 2.3 and A.3.
 

COMPUTER BRAIN: A computer has a two word vocabulary: "yes" and "no"
 
A) How can it write numbers?
 
B) How many numbers can it write if they rlave m or' fewer digitS?
 
C) How can it add numbers .
 

SETS AND SUBSETS: Suppose that a certain family consists of n people. 
!1athema ically, we say that the fami y is a set S with n elements. if 
members of the family go to a movie, we say that those who went to the 
movie form a subset Mof the set S. 
A) What are trl€ PosSible SUbsets of Sand rlow many does it have in all ? 
B) Suppose that k peop Ie went to the movie. In other wordS, the subse M 
has size k. Each way of choosing k people out of n people gives us a 
different subset. How many dif erent ways are there of choosing k people 
from n peop e? Equivalently, how many subsets does S rl2lVe of size k ? 

An example: The subsets of the set 
f 1} 2,3, 4, 5} of size 3: 

(3, 4, 5} 
(2, ,-} 

(2, .3, 5} 
(2, 3, 4} 
(1,4,5} 
(1, 3, 5} 
(l,3,4) 
(1) 2, 5) 
f 1,2, 4J 

,-. 7}f 1I,. ) '-Jl 



CREATURE WITH TEN FiNGERS: t10st humans I se a system of numeration 
t ";;,r I' c; b::.("'pd on t' pn "ymt1o 1.-, I "( 5 Co. 7 Q 9lu", u.:.'" ... ~ I;::). J ,L}.J} -r, J ',J} J U__ .J 

A WI at does the string of symbo Is 2536 lean, 
B) What are humans doing when they multiply together 2536 and 1300 ? 



NEXT 11i~TERl"1: t1onday, May 18th. Will cover sE'..:tions :::r.:, .t:2.7, .;(:"4.1, 
~ L1 ') ~ 3 # .. 5 ... ,.. I #5 .t 10 1 :;: 1O? #A 3 

- •• L} • J i. - • } -J., .,. . ._,- J J ., 

HOt1EWORK DUE: 5/ 1.8 #56, .1::'
J 

.1:34 4.2 tt2 ,.t:~6 43 tt39 
10.1 t8, .It 10, =42, 10.L. .lt53 
READ: Monday 2.3 and A.3, Wednesday: 2.7 

A THEOREM ON THE SIZE OF .OLYNOMI Lc: 
ronsider a po ynomial p(x) where 

p(x) = ant Ixn+ 1 + anxn + ... ... + 33x3 + a2x2 + a Ix 1 + aO 

and ant 1 's positive, that is, ant 1 > O. Then there always ex'sts X large 
nenougrl such that p(X) >xn and such that furthermore p(x» x for all x l X. 

How can "Ne prove that the theorem above is true? 

RACING: Suppo...,e that x high school students are swimming in a rare. We 
assume that there are never any ties. H w many possible outcomes are 
there for the race - that is, trle students can finish in how many different 
orders . 

" means the product x(x-l (x-2)(x-3L ... 5)( )(3)(2)( 1) 

Suppose that you are choosin. k students out of x. For example, .:>uppose 
trlat trle fastest k students are to be on thPo sw im team. You don't care 
what order they appear in, but you need to know wrtich k students they wi 11 
be. Equivalently, you rlave a sPot of size x and you are choosing a subset of 
size k. How many ways are there of doing this . 
One solution is to hold a race and to only take note of wrlO finishes in each 
of the first k places. Trle number of possible outcomes is given by x(x-l L 
...(x-(k-2»(x-(k-l ). Therp. is a correspondence betwepn these outcomes 
and tr1e oute mes tr',at we et y first choos'ng k. students U'lat are to be on 
trle team, and then holding a race between them. 
Therefore: 

[The number of ways][(k)(k.- i )...(3)(2) 1)] [x(x-!». .....(x-(k-2»(x-(k-l »)J 
of choosirg k 

out of x 

[Trle numb r of ways of choosing '" out of )<][ kl J 

[The number of ways of Clloosing k. out of xl = 



F;x k, (Trlis means that in what follow.;) we don't let the value of k crl:nge, 
kFor examp Ie in the expression x we let x change, bl't not k), 

Then [' he number of ways of choosing k out of xl is a polynom '211 i. x 
whose term of highest power is 

y a previous argument we have shown that there exists X large enough 
SUCrl trlat at trlis value trl polyno nial is greater trlan Xk- 1, and 
furl lermer'e, we rlave that for all x 2 X: 

[the number of ways of choec 'ng k out of xl ) x,-1 

A THEOREM ON THE SIZE OF 2x; Consider XII where n is a positive 

integer, Thore always exists X large enough s Ich that 2X ). xn and such 

trlat 2x >xn for all x 2 X, 

PROOF: Fir n, Let k =n+ 1, 
Recall that if a set has x elements, then 2x is the total number of 

subsets trlat it has,and [the number of ways of choosing k out of xl is 
the number of subsets that it has of size k, ~ote that the former is 
strictly bigger tlian trle latter, 

Therefore 

2x > [the number of ways of choosing k out of xl 

The above statement is true for 211 I x, More ve" there exists Xsuc I that 
for all x X 

Xk,-i\ ) ,[the number of ways of choosing k out of xl 

Finally, we note that k =n+ I so that xk- 1 =xn We therefore conclude that 
for all x 2 X 
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What does y = 2x mean when 
x is a positive integer? 
Note that we have the property 
(2a)(2b) = 2a+b 

How do we define it '1,men x is zero i 

How do we define it wnen ,<.: is a 
negative integer? 

In order to be self-consi';tenc. we 
figure out these defmlt ions QY 

2.refering to the property th2t ,
(23)(2b) = 231-b 

o-

How do we define y =2x wrH:n x is a fraction? We refer to the same 
property. For example) jf >( = 1/2) then we write (2 1/ 2)(2 1/ 2) :z 2 1. 
It must be the case that 2 112 = fl. In general) if x = min, then we 
multiply 2m/n n times to get: 

(2m/n)(2m/n)... ....(2m/n)(2m/n)(2m/n) 
= 2m/n"'" min + "'" min + min + min 

= 2m 

Therefore 2m/n = nf2m 

But does /2 exist? Is tnere such a number?
 
It depends on what we mean by number.
 
Rational numbers are those whIch can be written as fractioPts (with an
 
integer. in the numerator and an. integer in the denominator)
 
The Greeks thought that all numbers are rational - they thought of numbers
 
as ratios. They were shocked to prove that .f2 is not rational. How did
 
they prove this?
 

In the spirit of Kant, we ponder the 
SOURCES OF TRUTH 

If a statement is SELF-CONSISTENT, which is to say that it does not 
contradict i tse If, then it is pOSSIbly true. "Let x = 3" : it is pOSSibly true 
that x = 3.. 

If a statement is a CONSEQUENCE OF ANOTHER TRUTH, then it is actua/~v 

true. This is to say that It'S truth is real in as much as it is a 
consequence of another truth which is real. For example, if we have 
accepted, even for the moment, that it is true that x=3 , then we attribute 
reality to the consequence that 2x=6. 



::ec&ss,Jo/V trutJ A statement Tl!Jst be either t,'je 'Jr' fjj.:? If it: 
negation is false, then it must be true - tile nature of thlS relation is one 
Of necessity. If "/2is a rational number" contradicts itself, tl1en it IS 

false, and it must be the case that "..[2 is not a rational number" is true 

Mathematical definition's are a matter of self-consIstency A,ny defin:tion 
of a number which i3se 1f-consistent is a legitimate ot1Ject Gf study For 
example, there IS no or:jt:ierrl !r' allowing for.fT 
Homework problems d:e 3 rr'atter of consequences. if '.Ne are qj'ven that 
x2+3x+7=O, then w!"';~t 'S \-:-. ir, solvmg trle prot,jem. we assu;"e that the 
situation is real. 
Mathematical proofs are a matter of necessity. Proof by contradiction is 
the strategy around wnicr, mathematics is built. In the proof that "fiis 
not a rational number" we start by assuming U',at the opposite is true and 
arriving at a contrad ic t lOn. 

We note that although the sources of truth are different, we think of the 
nature of the resul t iiig truth as being the same. Therefore the sources of 
truth are but forms by which truth manifests itself. 
Kant claimed that our mmds apply these forms in organizing everything we 
think. Conservation !aws (which state, for example, that mass is 
conserved) merely apply self-consistency to COr:~20ts like mass. 
We apply the re Jat ion between a statement and i: 3 consequences whenever 
we use the law of cause and effect (by which eve'-y effect has a cause). 
Action at a distance (the way that the force of g:-avity keeps track of all 
masses at a11 times) is an application of the picture in which truth 
manages to keep track of the truth and falsehood of all statements, so that 
a11 true statements share the same truth. 

12 IS NOT A RATIONAL NUMBER. 

We will show that if we suppose ttiat f2 is rational, then we will arrive 
at a contradiction. As mathematics does not allow for contradictions, it 
must be the case that .f2 is not rational. 

Suppose that .f2 is rational Then it can be written as a fraction of 
integers min where m and n have no common divisors: in particular, it can 
not be the case that 2 divides both m and n. 

But if min = fi, then m2/n 2 = 2. 
50 m2 = 2n? This means that 2 divides m2. If 2 divides (m)(m), then 

it must divide one of the m. TliiS means that m must be an even number I 

So we can write m=2k, where k is an integer. Then m2/n2 = 4I<2 /n2 
2 2= 2. So 2k2 =n This means that 2 divides n By the argument above, n 

must be an even number l 

Therefore m and n are both even numbers. But then they have a common 
divisor 2. This contradicts what we assumed! So nis not rational! 



READ: Friday: 2.7, j'1onday: 5.1, Wednesday: 5.2. 

Y =2X WHEN X IS RATIONAL 
How do we define fi ? 

12 =1 (2 < 22 =4 
( I .4)2 = 1.96 < 2 < ( 1.5)2 = 2.25 
( 1.41 )2 = 1. 988 1 .< . 2 < ( 1.42)2 = 2.0164 
("1.414)2 =' L999396 . <:2 < ( 1.415)2 = 2.002225 . 

w~ use this procedure in general to get a decimal expansion for 2 lin. 
=2m/nTo get 2m/n we take 2 1/n to the mth power. This gives (2 1/n )m . 

2X > llF X IS RAT!ONAL AND X) O. If x is rational, and x > 0, then we 
can write x =min where m and n are both positive integers. Then 2 1/n ) 1, 

2m/n > 1.so if we take both sides to the mth power we see that 

Y = 2X IS AN INCRE.ASING FUNCTION ON THE DOMA.IN fx I x is rational} 
Suppose that a and b are rational, and b ) a. Then b = a • r where r is 
positive and ratio~al. 5~ 2b = 2a+r = 2a2r > 2a, 

DECIMAL EXPANSIONS We can write every rational number as a 
decimal expansion. We do this by using long division! 

divitje .i into 2 1/2 = .5000000000000000000000000000... 
divide 1 into 3 1/3 .3333333333333333333333333333... 
divide 2 into 3 2/3 = .6666666666666666666666666666... 
divide 1 into 4 1/4 .2500000000000000000000000000... 
,jivide 2 into 4 2/4 .5000000000000000000000000000... 
divide 3 into 4 3/4 .7500000000000000000000000000... 
divide 1 into 7 1/7 = .1428571428571428571428571428... 

~(jivlde 2 into ! 2/7 = .2857142857142857142857142857... 
_'I! ~?8S:t~2RSf14~857Id?RC71~?85,-, --1 •.divide 3 mto '7 <"If . ''- _ I v_ /,.L.. ,__ J ._. 

-~14~8S~14~~5~14?8~~14~8c~'4divide 4 Into 7 4/7 = .':11 ' ..£.. ~/.'Ld I '~ ':Jlk -..Ill ... 

divide 5 into 7 5/7 .7142857 i 42857 J 42857 i 42857142... 
(jivide 6 into 7 6/7 .857142857142857142857142<5571 ... 

Wheri we dr/ide two integers by long division, the ;Jrocess may end, in 
which case the decimal expansion ends in zeros. Or the process may never 
end, but since the number of possible remainders is finite (in fact, it's no 
bigger than the denominator), we soon get a remalnder that we had before. 
As 300n as this happens we are assured of getting a repeat~ng Dattern. 
ihj 5 proves the f 011 ow ina theorem: 

J 
£:;'er'/ /3tlonalnumber /5 c.7 :..,--IeO/773/

, 

ex.oaf7s/{)/7 that 3f7ds //7 a r&tJ&at/f7g.oattern 



The converse is also true: [very decimal e)(pansion that ends in a 
repeating,Dattern is a ratic)nal nU/77ber We consider an example. But first 
note that 

x2 3 4 + xS + x6 + x7 += ( 1 - x )( 1 -to X .. .. x -to x .... ) 

I 
= 1 + x + x2 + x3 + x4 

..+ xS + XO + x7 + ....
I-X 

Given a number like 75.921212121212121212121. ... we say that 75.9 is 
the prefix. We say that the pattern consists of repeating the integer 21, 
that it has period of length 2, and mat it starts after the first digit to the 
right of the decimal point. 

75.92 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 1.... 
= 75.9 + .021 + .0002 I + .0000021 + .000000021 + ... 
= 75.9 + (.021) (1 + .01 + .0001 + .000001 + ... ) 

= 75.9 + (.021) (1 + (1/100) + (1/100)2+ (1/ J 00)3 + ... ) 

= 

= 11:~ + i;~O[ 1-' .Ll 
10; 1 

In general, let the prefix be a rational number A~ al]d the pattern consist of 
repeating the integer J. and the length of its period be the integer 5, and 
let it start after the t-m digit. Then the decimal expansion equals: 

A + (J)( i o-t-s) + (J)( 10- t - 2s) + (J)( 10-t-3s) + (J)( IO-t-4s) + 

= A + [(J)( 10-t )][ 1 .. 10-s .. .10-25 .. 10-35 + 10-45 + .... 

= A + [(J)(IO- t )][ I + (10-fj) .. (10-5)? .. (10-5 )3 .. (10-5)4 + .... J 

= which is a rat;onal number. 

THE DECli"lAL D<P.J\NSION OF 12 DOES NOT HAVE ,J\ PEPE,A,T1NG PATTERN 
Otherv"ise!2 would be a rational number. 

For our purposes WE WILL THINK OF PE,J\L NUMBERS AS BEiNG DEC!i"lAL 
E><P.A,NSIONS. There is only one problem with this: sometimes the same 
real lumber x has two different decimal expansions. 

I.OOOOOOCOO... = 1/3 .. 2/3 = .99999999999... 
Note that ~here are no rational numbers in between the two decimal 
expansions. Mathematicians therefore identify the real number x with tne 
set of iJtjonal numbers jess than d, where ij is a decimal expansion of x. 
it is the case tr:at whatever decimal expansion we choose for x, we get the 
same '3et of rational numbers. 
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READ: Monday: 5.1, Wednesday: 5.2, SS Friday: 5.3 

TlHllE SOZIE elf ~oo ~OOlF~OO~1r[E SifT SIB 

TWO SETS HAVE THE SAf-IE SiZE if there is a one-to-one function f(x)
 
whose domain is one set, and wnose range is the other set.
 
Domain: set or input values
 
Range: set of output values
 

1 -) A 
2 -) B 
} -) C 

FOUR EQUIVALENT DEF iNIT! ONS OF ONE-TO-ONE FUNCT ION 
1) To every input x, fex) assigns a different output.
 
2) If f(a) = f(b), trlen a =b.
 
}) The graph of f(x) passes the horizontal I ine test.
 
4) The function r(x) has an i.erse function f-l(x). If the function
 

f(x) takes input x and gives output y = f(x), then the inverse 
function f- 1(x) (joes nle o~osite: it takes input y = f(x) and gives 
output x. f 

The set of positive integers is the '?ame size as the set of positive even 
integers. Use the functiOn f(x) = :2x. 
1 -) 2 
2 -) 4 
} -) 6 
4 -) 8 etc. 

.. 

Theset of positive integers 15 the same size as the set of a] I integers. 
Use the function f(x) wnich is x/2 if x 15 even, and 13 -(x-l )/2 if x is odd. 

-)1 0 
-)2 1 

3 -) -1 
-)4 2 

S -) -2 
6 -) 3 
7 -) -3 



positive integers 

1/1 2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1 

1/2 2/2 3/2 4/2 5/2 6/2 

1/3 2/3 3/3 4/3 5/3 6/3 

1/4 2/4 3/4 4/4 5/4 6/4 .... 

A set is countably infl/7/te if it is trle same size as the set of positive 
integers. 

2X 15 A ONE-TO-ONE FUNCTION. We still have not rigorously defined 

what 2Xmeans when x is 3 real number. But we expect that If a <b, then 
23 <2b. Therefore each input will be assigned a different output. 

Consequently, y =2x has an inverse function. We call it x = l092Y' or 

reversing notation (so that x is the variable), we write it: y = lo92x. 

What are the domain and range of y = 2x ? It follows that the set ofall 
real numbers x and the set ofa/Ipositive real numbers x have the same 
size! 

In the same way, ( x I 0 < x < I} and (x I I < x <oo} have the same size:
 
Look at the function y = 1Ix. I t is one-to-one.
 
When its domain is 0 < x < 1J its range is I <x <00.
 

IN BETWEEN ANY TWO RAT IOt'JAL NUMBERS THERE IS A REAL NUMBER 
Take the average of the two rational numbers. 

IN BETWEEN ANY TWO REA.L NUMBERS THERE IS A RATIONAL NUMBER 
Suppose that the first place where the decimal expansions differ is at the 
nth digit. Let x be trle larger of the two numbers. Then consider the 
rational number whicrl consists of the first 5 digits of x. For example: 

.235873249652934579823759684359872938935618541083... 

.235873 

.235871235723569812482395680012458033453403498870... 



DECIMAL EXPANSIONS ARE MORE NUMEROUS rHAN RATIONAL 
NUMBERS ~~PP':·':'2 ~;c;c. ;r:en vye couiG rnar.. e a 11'3t of ai I erie 
decimal expansions d 'l,irJere 00000. ~ d ~ 99999. 

1) .29284763729102867498721349837277783990108793847235879 . 
2) .23567482083467973456928637958703987598270385792837987 . 
3) .71234917259729435709456712129481827592874350 192057248 . 
4) .09879823203945798723652875472039465987938475787987877 . 
5) .00000034555559890034444898778394588347587822297893485 . 
6) .99899872345738475847892938776865000087023404854802098 . 
7) .09789879823457848477583945793287582739457987348578379 . 
8) .44454353453987000000000000000000000000000000000000000 . 
9) etc. 

Whatever the list may be, trle following procedure yields a decimal 
expansion which is not on the 1ist I 

Procedure: Construct a new decimal expansion D in the following 
way. Make sure that its flrst digit is different from the first digit of the 
first decimal expanslOn on the] ist. Make sure that its second digit is 
different from the second digit of the second decimal expansion on the 
list. In general, make sure that its nth digit is different from the nth digit 
of the nth decimal expansion on the] ist. 

For example, if the] ist is given as above, then we construct a new 
decimal expansion 0 in tr:e following way: 

The first digit is not 2 The fifth digit is not 0 
The second digit is not 3 The sixth digit is not 8 
The third digit is not 2 The seventh digit is not 7 
The fourth digit is not 7 The eighth digit is not 3 etc. 

Now D is a decimal expansion, and 000. ~ D ~999 ... , so it must be 
somewhere on the iist l Say it is in the ntn place on the list. But by the 
way we constructed it, D is different from the nth decimal eXDansion on 
the 1ist (just Jook at the nth digit I) 

Therefore D is not on the list. We have arrived at a contradiction. 

Therefore the set of decimal expansions is not countably infinite. There is 
no procedure for listing all decimal expansions. 

Footnote: The Axiom of Choice allows us to make the choice "the first 
digit is not 2" without =,~ie(i·fyjng how to do it. Some mathematicians rely 
or') trJis Axiom ali trle time, whiie otrlers avoid it whenever they can. We 
can avoid this Axiom by sDeclfying a rule For example: If the dlgit was 0, 
change it to 1. I f the ,jl'~1t was 1,2, 3,4,5,6,7,6,8, or 9, then change 
it to O. 





A rectangle is completely determined by its width and its length. 
The shape of a rectangle - by the ratio of its width to its length. 

A right triangle is completely determined by any two sides. 
The shape of a right triangle - by the ratio of any two sides. 

The shape of a right triangle is also determined by the size of any angle 
(except for the right angle). Therefore we can define a function so that 
the input is an angle, and the output is a ratio of two sides. Such a 
function will be one-to-one: different angles will yield different ratios. 

THE HEIGHT OF A TREE I We see a tree in the distance and we want to 
know its height. We walk closer until the following occurs: when we 
extend our arm at full length, the tree is the size of our thumb. From this 
position we walk towards the tree and count our paces until we get to the 
tree. We count exactly 100 paces. 
A) How tall is the tree ? 
B) When the tree looked the size of our thumb, how far away were we 
from its top ? 

THE HEIGHT OF A TREE II We stand at the base of a tree and on it we
 
mark with chalk the height of our eye - say it is 5 feet above the ground.
 
We then walk 80 feet away from the tree. We have an instrument for
 
measuring angles. We calibrate our instrument so that it reads 0° when
 
we look at the chalk marking. We find that it reads 45° when we look at
 
the top of the tree.
 
A) How tall is the tree ?
 
B) There is a bird at the top of the tree. How far away is the bird ?
 



FLYING A KITE We get our kite up into the air. We reel out all 100
 
yards of twine. We sit down and watch our kite. It is flying at an angle of
 
65° above the ground.
 
A) How high· up is the kite ?
 
8) The sun is directly overhead. How far away is the kite's shadow ?
 

ROWING A river is 1/2 mile across. A rower is making her way across. In 
still waters she can row 8 miles per hour. She is rowing very hard in the 
direction perpendicular to the river bank. She does not see that the 
current is strong and that she is drifting 60° off course. 
A) How fast is the river flowing and how far down the bank will she find 
herself ? 
B) How fast is the boat moving and what is the total distance that she 
will have travelled ? 
C) In what direction should she row if she wants to get across the river 
as fast as possible ? 
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VOLUME OF HONEYCOMB Honeybees build a chamber which has a face the 
shape of a hexagon. The thickness of the chamber is T, and the greatest 
distance across the hexagon is 2L. How much honey can the chamber hold? 

• 
2L 

LOVERS' TRIANGLE In a crowded ballroom there is one person per square 
meter. Monsieur Z admires Mademoiselle X. She returns his glance. They 
stand exact ly a meters apart. Then he turns hi shead C degrees to the 
left. At a distance of b meters stands Monsieur Y,'Nho is aware of all and 
moves to cut him off from her. 
How many people are trapped inside this lovers' tr1 angle? 



Slr.(X+Y) = Sin(Xi CGS(Y) + COS(;\} s:n(y) 

COS(X+Y) . = COS(X) COS(y) - sin(x) Sln(y) 

STUDYING ON THE BEACH You are on the beach and the sun is directly 
overhead. You have your notebook cracked open 0( = 45°. You crack it 
open another J3 = 30'. The notebook is L inches across. What is the length 
of the shadow? 

H 

G 

 

Suppose that you are 1ift lng the cover of the notebook slow ly and so that 
the angle changes at a constant rate. How does the shadow move? 
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648 6.5 1 38,144 
' 

6.61 58 
READ: Friday: 5.3, Wednesday: 6 1J Friday: 6.2, Wednesday: 6.3 

A lRBAI&LIE WDilHl AOO Cl!i~5lE AOO51l.lE 
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We know how to calculate sin(x) and cos(x) when x is 30°,45°, or 60°
 
We know that sin(x) and cos(x) are defined for all acute angles, that is, for
 
all real numbers x where 0"·( x <90" Given angle x, we draw a right
 
triangle with that angle if the hypotenuse has length 1, then we measure
 
the length of the adjacent leg to get sin(x). We measure the length of the
 
opposite leg to get cos(x)
 

sin(x) is increasing. cos(x) is decreasing. Both are one-to-one functions
 
and both have inverses.
 

How do we extend the domain of these functions?
 
First we consider the "limiting cases" x=O 

• 

and}( = 90. 
0 

Then, as with
 
exponentiation, we consider the addition formulas:
 

sin(x+y) = Slnx cosy + cosx siny
 
cos(x+y) = cosx cosy - sinx siny
 

D 

c 

A&.-----B
 



cos(O) 

" sin(90) = 1 
cos{90") :: 0 

4 ::.J ... ., 0 ., (J 

sine 180) :: sin(90"'90) sH:90 c0590 ... (0590sin90 = 0 
o '.J . a ~ 

cos( 180) = COS( 90"'9('.' = (0'::.90' cos9ct - sin90 Sln90 =-1 

Co,) .) f) ') -:. .J t) 

sin(270) :: sin(; ':( ... 90) = 31n!80cos90'" cos180sin90 =-1 
o .', v e 0 

cos(270) = cos( j aC«I) = ':05 180 (0590 - 3m 180 sin96 = 0 

sinU60") = sin(276"9()") = '~in270'" c0590" ... c03270 sin90 = 0 
'I I) 0 0'" 0 Q 

cos(360) = c05(:.. 7>9(') cos270 (os90 - sin270 sin90 = 1 

'\J 

Note that there is a perioo 360 

o 0 '" 

sin(x+,360) = sinx c05360 .,. cosx 5in360 sin x 
o ~ ~ 

cos(x+360) :: COSX c05360 - sinx sin360 = cos x 
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It suffices to look a thevalues romOt0360: all thervaJuesrepea', 
We can therefore use a circle to describe the doma 'n, Let the irc 1e have 
adius 1. Each point x on the circle represents an angle. We know U'lat jf 

o.. 

<x <90, 
0 

then cos(x) gives the x- oordinate, sin(x) gives the 

y-coordinate, and 'n2 x + cos2(x) = 1 by the Pythago ean theorer , 

Pairs of angles that are in,portant: 

d 

Angles that add up to 0: x and -x. 
'> 

Angles that add up to 90~ x and 90-x complementary angles 
" Angles that add up to 180: \ and 180-x supplementary angles 

How do we get sin( -x) and cas( -x) , 

o = sin(d) = sin(x + (-x) = sin 'x) co...,( -x) + cos(x) sin -x) 
1 cos( () cos(x+( -x» cos(x) cos(-x) - sin(x) sine-x) 

We .hink of A = sin(x) and B = cos(x) as constant, and we '.hink of sine -x) 
and cos(-x) as the unknowns that we are solving for, 

A co (-x) + B sine -x)
 
= B cos( -x) - A sin -x)
 

We get trIa sine -x) = [-A ]J[A2 + B2] and cos( -x) = B ]I[A + 82). 

Furthermore, by ti e Pythagorean theorem, A2 + B- = 1. We therefore get: 

sn(-x) = - sinx
 
cos(-x) = cos x
 

We can now deri~e subtra__ t· n formu as: 
sin(x-y) = sinx cosy - cosx siny 
os(x-y) = cosx cosy + sinx C" Y 

TrH?refore 
~ J 0 

sin(90-x) = s'n(90) cos(x) - cos(90) sin( .)= cos(x) 
D " G 

~os(90-x) = cos(90)os(x) + sin(9 ,) 5in(x) = sine,) 

si (1 per-x) = 3m( 180) cos(x) - C03\ 180) in x) = <::j ,(x) 
Q ~ . 0 

cos(18J-X) = c05(180)c sex) ... sin(lOO):-,'n(x) = -eas(x) 



HE RIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
 

'degrees 
I 

1-9001-600! -450 0° 30° 45° 60° I 90°I -30 0 

rediens I 0 

sin(x) I 
i I 

cos(x) ! 
I 

tan(x) I 
degrees 120 0 1350 11500 11 BO° 2100 2250 2400 270 0 3000131_~ 330 0 360 0 

redi ens I I I I II I +-t-- 211 
I 

i !

sin(x) I I I I- -- I I 

cos{x) L -H--J-tao(x) 
I I, 
I 

I , !, 

-2



c y= ASlnIB(X-~)] y= ACOS[B(X-
B 

)]
 

IAI ampl ]tude 211 perlod ~ phase shHt
B 

= COS(~) sin(x .. ~) 

T 
I T
 

I
 
sjn(x+~) sin(x) 

sin(x) + sin(x+~)-- 2 _. 

)( Yarlabl e 
~ constant 

the result lng funet 1onS l.n (x) .. S 1n(x+ ~ ) 2COS(~) sjn(x .. ~) 
lS a slne function' 

amplitude 2 cos(~) 
HOMEWORK DUE 5/28 
5.5 ~26, ~ 47 6.8 ~24, :#48 perl od 2n 
pg.382 ~207 8. 1 ~ 48 

phase shift -~ 
2

I) Find the three exerc ises in the book 
that you think are the most interesting 
or significant. Explain why. 
II) Consider a mathematical problem that arises in your work or in your 
field of stUdy. Does it involve linear, quadratic, polynomial, exponential, 
trigonometric, or other functions? Describe the problem - the quantities 
that it involves and the relation between them. 



~;t't" ~-x.. '0 ~ ~x. ~ ~(X.t1~ 

/>'VY'I. ~ ~ ~ (?<" -t 3c.) ~ ~ ~x ~ ~ (",+ n.o) 

~-x.. ~ ~ (1<..+ bO) o-:::.~?( 4 ~('X. ... 150) 

\. 

;/ . 

\. ../" /-- .... -. ,: 
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o
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1\ 
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\ I \\ I \ 
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By the Pythagorean theorem we know that the distance between two points 
(x 1,y 1) and (x2'Y2) is lcx l-X2)2 + (y l-Y2)2 

(0,0)
 (0,0) (a,O) 

Law of cosines: 

Law of sines: sinCA) sin(B) sinCe) 
a b c 

If we are look ing for angle x, and 00 <x < 180 0
, then cos x =d yields one 

solution, whereas sin x = d yields two solutions. 

Therefore, when we are led to use the Law of Cosines, we find a unique 
angle x. When we are led to use the Law of Sines, we find two angles: one 
acute, and the other obtuse. 

SIDE: SIDE: SIDE 
find angle-;..> Law of Cosines 

SIDE: ANGLE: SIDE 
find mis.?tn.g side -) Law of Cosines 
find missing angle -) first find missing side 

SIDE: SIDE: ANGLE 
find the angle across -> Law of Sines (should get two answers !) 

find the angle in between the sides -) first find the angle across 

SI DE and two ANGLES 
(know all three angles) 
find missing side -) Law of Sines 



All c1rcles have the S8me proportlons if a clrcle has radlus r. 
then there is a number Tl such that 2rrr 15 the c1rcumference of 

the clrcle, that is, the distance around 

The "umt c1rc1e" has radlus 1 and C1rcumference 2rr 
We use t h1S tom easure an 91est !1 e tot a1 an 91e 'J r 0 Und 1S 

211 "radlans" Smaller angles are fract1Ci ri ; of 211 

What advantage does thlS WBS of measunng have '7 Flrst of all, / 
It 15 easy to measure the length of a ,=egment on the clrcle /' 
The length x of the segment equals the angle x I 

CALCULATOR TR ICK. Let x be a number close to 0 Make sure
 

that your calculator 15 u51ng radHH1S, then calc:ul,;jte sin(x).
 

~y hat do you not 1ce '7
 

Is t.h1S still t.rue when your calculat.or 13 US1ng degrees '7
 

I f xis i n red i Ij ns, thenthe .~ p0 r 0>0 m ':! t lCJ n ;< ~ S 1nC-..:) bee::' me5
 

better and better as x approaches zero
 
in other 'v\,ords, the raU 0 be tween the two aDproac rie s ;=,:le
 

11m sln(~~ = 1 
x -> 0 x 

The Elbove felet 13 only true lf we ce\culate >< uSlng r·:ldlijn::; 

It. 15 the meln reeson why '.'VB U:38 rddl.'jr;'; 

SAND~YICH THEOREM We prove the above formuls 

by uSing the sandy\,'fch theorem 



AREA OF A CIRCLE I Wlthln a cIrcle we Inscnbe 8 regular
 
polygon wlth n sides. What IS the area of t.he polygon?
 
I t depends on n.
 
What happens to the shape of the polygon as n BpproBches 00 ?
 
What happens to its area?
 

AREA OF A CIRCLE i I The cIrcle hes radlus r We think of it 
as consisting of n rings, each of t.hickness r/n 
If we take a ring, cut it, and t.hlnk of it as a rectangle, t.hen what 
is its area? Does this do JustIce t.o the area of the rin1j ? 
I f there are more rl ngs, does t.h 1S approxi met ion improve? What 
happens to the total area of t.hese rectangles as n approaches 00 ? 



EXAMINATION Of CASES This technique is good for attacking 
intractable problems where it may be fruitful to work on individual cases 
rather than with the whole thing at once. In our problem we may consider 
separately the cases when N is even and N is odd. 

If N is even, then we can pair up all of the numbers from 1 to N. This 
makes for N/2 pairs. We pair up the numbers in the following way. 
First we pair 1 with N, then we pair 2 with N-l, then 3 with N-2 and so on, 

so that in general we pair up the number i with the number N - (i+ 1). We 
note that the sum of the numbers in each pair is i + N - (i+ 1) which equals 
N+ 1. Therefore the total is: 

(number of pairs) (contribution from each pair) 

If N is odd, then how many numbers are there from 0 to N ? There are 
N+ 1 in all, and this number is even. Therefore we can pair up all of the 
numbers from 0 to N. This makes for pairs. We pair up the 
numbers in the following way. First we pair 0 with _, then we pair 1 
with _, then 2 with _ and so on, so that in general we pair up the 
number i with the number . We note that the sum of the numbers 
in each pair is which equals __. Therefore the total is: 

(number of pairs) (contribution from each pair) 

As we have shown the formula to be true when N is even and when N is 
odd, it is true for posit ive integers in general. 

ALGEBRAIC MANIPULATION Suppose that we already know the 
following formula: 

1 + T+~5 + 7 + ... + (2j - 1) + ... + (2T - 1) = T2 

There are T terms on the left hand side. I f we want to add 1 to each term 
on the left hand side, then we must be adding T to each side of the 
equation. This gives·us: 

Dividing by two yieldS 





A CERTAIN INFINITE POLVNOMIAL 

1
 
CBlculBte: (1 ... x )


1 
x )2(1 ... 
2 

3,
(t ... x 

J
3 Do you see any patterns ? 

x )4(1 ... 
4 

x n 
How many terms wi 11 (1'" n) have? What happens 
to the number of terms as n approaches infinity? 
What happens to the coefficients as n approaches 
infinity? 

Fix n. USlng the binomial theorem. calculBte the kth 

term of (1 to ~ t 
n 

What ~8ppens to thls term when n approaches inflnity ? 

Sho~ thtlt QS n Bpprnaches infinity we end up with the 
Infinite polynomial 

5 
+ X 

51 

1
 
Graph the following ( 1 ... x )


1
polynomials: 

~ )2{ 1 +What do they haye 2 
in common, Bnd x 3 

( 1 ... )
how are they 3 
oi fferent ? x )4{ i ..

4 

n 
'-IhtJt do you think the gr~ph of (1'" ~) looks 
like in generBl ? 

n 

Whot hoppens to this groph as n approoches infinHy ? 



TESTING A CERTAIN IDENTITV 

4 5 
x + x + 
4! 5! 

We will not try to prove the above formula~ but will
 
test H in various other ways.
 
Plug in x =1. What do we get on either side? How
 
many terms do we need to i ncl ude on the ri ght hand
 
side so that both sides are approximately equal?
 

. Plug in other values for x. How many terms on the 
ri ght hand S1 de do you use in each case? 

How can you odd infinitely many things together and
 
get {) f i nit e number?
 

If the identity above is really true. then we should be 
able to checK the following: 

2X(eX)2 = e
 

2x
 
(Replace eX 8nd e with the relevant infinite 
polynomials) Prove the equality tly multiplying out 
and using the llinomt 81 theorem. 

5 uPP0 5 e t h 8 t the 8 b a v e in f j nit e pol y nom i 81 t ru 1y 
8Qu6ls eX HoW' would 1t then follow that 
for iJny fixed n, eX > x n 1f x is large enough? 

2 3 4x x x
Graph the functions 1, x, 2! ' 3!, 4! Which 
of these is the greatest in which region? 



1
A CERTAIN REGION UNDER THE CURVE Y- x 

y 

1 ;..-1-------~t._----------------------------
i 
! 
I 

". ! 

x 

Consider the region beneath the graph y = 1 .. above the 
\""''..l~i"" x

x-axis, and to the ltrm.'of the line x = 1 How fBr 
to the right must we go Blong the x-Bxis before the areB 
enclosed equals 1 ? 

In order to do approximate the area beneath the curve, 
c nn s t r u c t t h 1n r ec tan g Ie S (I s. s h 0 ¥if n 1nth e pic t u r e Let 
each rectangle have width A ' where n 1S B big integer 
u~t k be the number of rectangles needed before the 
areB equals 1. What 1S the height of each rectangle? 
Show that the total area of the rectangles is given by: 

( t 1 ) ( ~) ~ ( 1 2 ) (~) ~ ( 1 3 '<-k) +
\1+-.... \1+- \,+-)

n n n 

Show thBt this t!quBtton is equivalent to: 

_1_ -+ + _i_ + -+- _1_. 
n~x:n+1 0+2 0+3 

By trying out dlfferent integers. find the n Bnd k such 
that the left hand SIde IS BS close to 1 IjS possible. 

What value IS l + ~ 7 
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THE STEEPNESS OF THE CURVE
 

y ,~ ,! I

,
'/

I 

, I Y 
J ! I

! ! i 

L--+--+- I_LL 
I-------"---+-!---,J-I

I II 
,I 

r----+-----;1Tl !I I 
1/ I I I
 

I
 
I 
Ll_""-------L_...I------'-_-'------''-- X 

o 

Let (x, b><) and (x+h,b:<+r~ be two pOlnts on the curve ~ = 0>< 

'vV hat 1S the s] 0 pe 0 f the ] i nepa ssin9 bet weenthesetwop 01 nt s '7 

~Jcte thiJt ,:lS h becomes small, t.he second point. becomescloser to 
the fJist, untl1 flnEllly the l1ne seems to touch the curve at oniy 
one DOln!, 
-, . . . i X .
':; r' GW r. net. the s t. eepnessat. t. he POl nt t, :~:, b ) 1S the pro due t I) r 
b

O 

antj the steepness at. U-18 pOInt (0,1), 

- . . .. :, ..
The ;-er :) r e, v'( e '!Y 111 look r 0r e r I'; net. 10n b :3 UCh the t 1t:3 Stee pness 
,jt the PtJlnt. (I) 1) 8qw~1:3 1 Then we wl1] heve ,3 iunct.lon \'Vhose 
.3 t. '? epne ':::;; e t ''< '.'Y' 1\ 1 d i W B I~ S e I] U G1 1t S \/ d 1ue :j t :< 

b r..I --+-o---+--+-~-+---
I 

1 ~i_+----+_-+_~~-_+_-

If h - 1. solve for b. lil<ewlse. if h = ~ • solve for D. 

After that, show that 1n general. 1f you solve for b you 
get: 

Then let h be 6 very small number. fjnd solve for tl 

WhBt do you get? 



THE RATE OF CHANGE OF AN INFINITE POLYNOMIAL 

Recall how we once interpreted all of the terms of 
(X+hj3 as relating to a cube which had grown by h inches 
in Width, length, and height. The term x3 gBve the 
original volume, and the term 3(x>4:h) gave the volume 
of the three faces that arose due to growth. 

The rate of change in the Yolume (the rate of chBnge 
in )(3) is giyen by 

3change in YO I ume (x"'h) 
= change in h h 

If his very small, then show that the onl y reI evant 
term left is 3x2 which is the growth due to the faces. 
Show that the other terms disappear as h approaches O. 

Now do the same for the function x 2 . Give B geometric 
interpretatlon for {x"'h)2. Then calculate the change 
in volume per change in h. Finally, show what term 
survives as h approaches 0. 

Do the same for the function x, Bnd then for the 
function 1. 

Now consider the function x", where n is fixed. 
What do you thinlc: will be the change in x n per 

change in h? Try to proye this. 

Now consider the follOWing function: the inl1nite 
polynomial 

'+X+~2+~3+X4 + X
5 

.. x 
n

+
 
2' 31 4! 51 n!
 

Show thet if we find the change in this 

infinite poJynomHJl per the change 1n h, we get back 
the exact same 1nfin1te pol~nomi81 11 



DEFINING eX FOR COMPLEX NUMBERS X 

We will 8ccept the formu18' below 85 the deflnition for eX 

2 3 4 5 n 
l+x+!i+ x +l! +l! + -+ l! -+ 

2!, 3! 4! 5! n! 

We WIll consi c1er what happens when x 1s a campI ex numb er a f the form 
{l+l)i where a, II are real numbers anc1 i = .f-=-r 

First we consider the following identitles: 

~3 .. ~5 ~7sln x x= 7! ..3! 5! 

1 x 2 .. )(4 _ x 6 -+ cos x = - 2! 4~ 6~ ... 

See 1f they make sense for various values of x (make 
sure that x is in radians) . 

. 2 2 1Check to see if Sln x ... cos x = 

by sQuar1ng the infinite polynom1als and adding them 
together Try to prove that it is lndeed true. 

.2 .3 .4 .5 .6
Consider 1 = ..r=I . Calculate 1 , 1 , 1 ,1 1 .... 

1x
Using the identity at the top of the page, evaluate e . 

ix.
Simplify Bnd come up with 6 formula f or e 1n terms 
of sin x, cos x, Bnd i. 

6+bl
Then come up with a formula for e 
where a and 0 are real numllers 



Name: May 18. 1992 
Andrius Kul1kauskas 

Do all eIght problems. They are all worth the same number of 
points. Show aJ1 of your work. ! f you are presenting a proof or 
argument, make sure tri3t 23C!i step is understandable. Feel free to use 
Engl ish No calcul ators. if a c;uest]On asks for a numerlca] answer. 
sirnpl1fy tr'le answer 3~, ffluCh as is possible without the use of a 
calculator. No notes. Relax. Good luck! 

1) You place money m a bank account. The interest rate is 6% and it is 
compounded annually How long Wlll it take for your money to double '7 

2) It is a fact that l09 10 ;<n == n ]OQlOX for ail pOSitive integers n. Without 

making use of this formula, prove that the following is true: 
loglOx3 = 3 log iOX 



3) ,A family has six children V'lith the birt~l of each child. tnere was.:: 
50% chance that it would be a girl, and a 50% chance that it would be a 
boy, What is the probability that the family has exactly three girls and 
three boys? 

4) Prove that the formula below is true: 

I ,.. Z + 3 -T- , •. +- (N - I) + N .:. 

Use the method of proof. of your choice, 



5) Suppose that f(x) is an increasing function. That is, the following is 
always true: if a and b are in the domain of f(x), and a <b, then f(a) < f(b). 

Is it necessarily the case that f(x) is a one-to-one function? 
If yes, then prove that f(x) is a one-to-one function. 
If no, then provide an example of a function f(x) which is an increasing 

function, but is not a one-to-one function. 

.~ ... .L 

6) Graph y = _ (±) .L + 



7) A. 10 foot ladder:s leaning against a wail The ladder and tne gr-ouna 
form an angle of 30° At wrlat height H is the laljdef- toucrJing tne vola I1 7 

8) A triangle has one side of length 3, another side of length b, and the 
angle in between is C. Derive a formu1a that gives the area of trlis triangle 
in terms of lengths a, 0, and angle C. It is not enougi-' ~o merely state the 
correct answerl 



, ., 

flve tlmes, three of the tlmes It '01111 iand on T t.'jl1s 

heads, and two of the times it wl.111and on t8lls? addltlon means "eIther or 
multlplicatlon meens "and" 

~,. I .. 

= 5' 5 5! 4 1 51 3 2 51 2 3 5' 1 4 
+5! O! H + 4! 1,H T + 31 21 H T + 21 3/ H T + Ti4lH T 

means three heads 

means two tai 1s 

gives the number of ways of choosing three out of five,
~ 5,4,3·2·1= 10 for exomple, the number of ways that exactly three out3/2! (3·21 )(2· J)
 

of five coins end upheods.
 

1 
H = 2 because there is a 50% chance of get t i ng heads 
T = ~ because there 1S a 50% chance of getting tails 

The chonce of get tlng 3 heods ond 2 tOll sis 

10 ( i )3( ~)2 = 3125 ~= 

f 
4/20 Let Pn be t~e stetement thet 1 + 3 ~ 5 + 7 + ... + (2n- 1). 
Prove that Pn is true for ell positive integers n.
 
(Use the method of proof of !dour choice).
 

BIJECTION: Note that the followlng n x n squere has
 
2
area n It is' bui 1t of bent shapes The smell est of
 

these hes area ,. Each consecut i ve shape has en area
 
that is two squares greater than the one before. The
 
larg~st shape has area n + n - 1 = 2n - 1
 
The sum of the areas of the bent shapes equals the
 

2area of the square. Therefore 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + ... + (2n- 1) = n

= n 2 

n. 



~~~~Pk+1 ~~, ~ PJ\+I~: 

rof 3 ... . _... ~ (k... ~ - U::' l k. ~ ,\2

~; VI.e ~~ &'oi Pi ~~. V~~ ~~ 
~ ~ Pk.~~1 ~ fA+, ~~, "S~J ~ ~J 
;J.;'~ ~ /A;J P~ A, ~ ~ JJ ~ .~ n. 

4/27 The lengtn of a Dacteria' 1S 10-6 meters. The length of the 
universe is 1026 meters. if the universe is shaped like a cube, and if a 
bacteria is shaped like a cube, and if we can stack bacteria in the way we 
stack cubes, then how many bacteria can fit in the universe? 

(10-')3 = fO\~ ~~'Y~c{~ ~~ 
1

y~.{t:k~: (fo2.6J =10 " ~~ 

~~~~ ~~~ = toTS = " 
A-vu. ~~ \o-\,g \ 0 . 

4/24 . We start with one bacteria. With the passing of every hour, the 
number of bacteria IS oouble what it was before. When will bacteria fill 
the entire universe? (Note: calculate as far as you can without a 
calculator. If you can get an approximate answer without a calculator, 
that 15 all the better - you can use the fact that 2 10 

z 103.> 

.~~ ~ ~ ~:&.~ N= NoCR,t:) 
.,; 4. ~ 4~t No;"" ~~~O. 

R. r n.. """d ...;.,. ~ Ii.. ~ .. ~ (on ~\. 

No=i f\:.~ (Vho?~o:i~t.~I/N='2.~ 

~ :.1(\1. ~~ R.J. ~ ,,~~} ~ ~ ~ IO~"~ ~ 

~t~ ....t.... ~t.. 1096 
" £(:<."i'"), 



4/29 We come from Jupiter and we wear gloves. The number· of 
fingers that we have is a positive integer. The actual number is a secret: 
let us say that we have b+ I fingers in all. This is why the number system 
that we use is base b+ 1, that is, we make use of b+ 1 different symbols in 
writing down numbers. 

Start ing w 1th the number 1 0 0 0 (we have written it in Jupiter 
notation) we subtract tne number 1 (written in Jupiter notation). What 
number do we get (in JUp 1ter notat ion) ? 

~ ~~k b.l, tfi-,. ~~ b+1 ~~jJ, n.o ~ 

~~ 0, " 2., 3, __ ./ b- J} b. 

( ~ ~~ )0 Ai<. ~ -... 0, \ I 2, 3 I l.f IS, ~,1, ~) 1 

~ ~ '-.Ii; ~ D I I ), 

M 1t.:J: ~ u~~, J tA:i A. J ~ (OJ 

'/000 ,-- ~~~ 
-::L(,ci) + O(t~~ ... 0(101]-; 

9 ot ~ • 

~'.~;J..~ 

~ Cf I ~i~~
.t f¥5c 
t , (Io~ -t 1 (IO');- ~ (I). 



.J ~ _ ..-<..". - , ....., " 

....1(6+ I) 
~ 

i" ()(loi~ 
L 

. + o (Ic,-t I') o( I) 

of-- {b4-')(b+~
~ 

+ O(b+IJ 
l. 

{ a{ ~ tl) CJ{t) 

, 
-- (bH)('0 -+ \).. + O(~+\)\ 1- O(t) 

1. 

b (b +I) -+ ('o~\)(bt-l) 0\- 0(\) 

b (b tl)
1-

+ to (b+~ + (b+\) (I) 

~ 1.J~;rt 

1( b+ I)
2. 

+ b (b 1\) + \, ( D 

~ A, ~ '""'- b bb ...:,. ~~. 

5/ 1 A computer uses ~~ie bmary number system. That is J it uses on Iy 
l:S and O's to think abolit numbers and to write them down. How many 
dIfferent numbers can It wrlte so that they have 6 or fewer digits? 
Of these, how many nave exac t ly three l's ? 



5/11 Arlveris \/2::l:ieacro'3s A rower lsmaklng nerwayacross. In 
still waters she can row 8 mlles per hour. She is rCNing very hard in the 
direction perpendicular to the rlver bank. She does r'ot see that the 
current is strong and that she is dri ft ing 60" off COGrse. 
How fast is the river flowlng and how far down the Dank will she find 
herself? 
How fast is the boat moving and what is the total distance that she will 
have trave 11 ed ? 

In what direction should she row If she wants to get across the river as 
fast as possible? 

5/13s Ca Iculate 
8 

sin(7S") without usin< 

s ~ 3-43 ~ \3.9 ~~ 
your calculator. ~ 

':)~ ~~ ~ 
~(1-5~) ~ \3.1 ~~~. 
~ (?JOo -i l.tSo):

~ -'(" 

r : 

: Cf)(¥) +(~X.s: 
=:: ..fi -+..rz : Ji of ~ 

Lf 't i.f , 

)-hw ~ ~ A U ~ t;, ~ ~ ~ ~ '5./4,;" J -fe....t:J. 
~~~. (5A-~ ~~~~) Pn::J. ~~~ 

~~~~~), 
. 11. .L ~ I

2
}, ~ p:::: :..~ 


-:r ::

5M~~= r6~1[n~j= \,...;,A. ~ 

, 
I 

)?4·•. ~ ~= [13.'1 ~J[~Pwv-,1 = ,~(,~ ~ 
AiL _/l. _.oJ ._•• ~. __1" I ..dJ. J, /J + I 



We multiply an ever. inpr:Fr ~,·,~~rr··.:.r ',AI I+-I--, d-n ada Integ
, - - j - . ~ '::1 w " ", VY tl I er, What kind of 
lnteger do we get, odd Jr even i Prove your answer. 

(;l """)(~~ + I] := 

~(~~'l .... ""') ~ 7A.:J.. J.. M 'fl. + M J\'!1 ~~ _ 

~ '"1..1 ~~. 

(~i. ;( ~ '""" ~), 

Can we multiply together a nonzero integer X and an irrational number Y 
and get a rational number XY ? Prove your answer. 

. 

~~ GOI~. . 

f~o<>f~ ~ 7l::AJ ~~. 5~ ~~ ~~ A)·yt 

~~ X~ = ~. ~~ ,:: ~. -sJ.e. ~ 

k ",~. ~~ io tk ~","l.~~~/ 
~ it ~ ~ ~ 4cr. "tjY~" ~ t>. ~~, !~ 

r"'~' 5~~~~~XY~~~ 
~~~~, 

What is the domain of the function IX? What is the range? Is this a 
one-to-one function? 

,s; ~~ ~ X ~ a. & &. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e>Vt 
-[ x I x ~ <:> 1. 

htW~~~~, ~~:~? ~~~, 
lrotk ~~,.R ~J:k~ [~(~~ol, 

v~ ~#..t.J..\.",,- ~--4,cn-<. ~, 

P~Qoi=: ~ tJ....i ~ ~.Jb. -s~ ~~41 CM-h 
tI\. ":. b. b. fA ~~ r-,.e -tb ~. 

"L\f;~l\"l~ Pp..C)~f: ~ ,o='~ . .~~~ ~~ 
,~~ 'l:i;t.' , 



IMIAllHl c: !F~OOAl !ElM 

Name: June '0. 1992 
Andrlus Kullkauskas 

Do problems 1 through 14 f1rst. Then attempt problems 15 through 
18. Of these you may try all four but you will only receive credit for those 
two on which you do the best. All problems are worth the same 
number of points. Show all of your work. If you are presenting a 
proof or argument. make sure that each step is understandable. Feel free 
to use English. No calculators. If a question asks for a numerical 
answer, simplify the answer as much as is possible without the use of a 
calculator. No notes. Relax. Good luckl 

1) You have flve dollars wortn of change. It consists of niCkels, dimes, 
and quarters. The nickeis and dimes are worth one dollar if taken together. 
The number of quarters equals the number of nickels plus the number of 
dimes. How many quarters are there, how many dimes, and how many 
nickels? 



• I - I 

I 
5 

'11 

-5 
1 OJ 

I 

5 

\ I 
; 

\..lJ , 
I 

2 You are designing a square cross. It is to be the symbol for a relief 
( ~ization. 

_ is the distance from one end of the cross to the other, whether up 
and down, or left to riqht. The two beams of the cross have width W. 

The center of the ~ross consists of a square of area W? Let A be the 
area of the rest of the cross. Given L, what W yields a maximum for the 
area A? . 

I J 

... 

'iN 

y 

-


3) The grapn ln the plcture is a parabola 
It inclUdes t.he points (-3,4), (-2,-2), 
(-1,-4), (0,-2), (1,4). Write down the 
quadratic function that is described by 
t.hl s graph 

- )( 

L 



4) You are designing license plates for the newly independent country of 
Lithuania. The first two symbols are to be Arabic numerals. All of the 
other symbols are to be letters from the Lithuanian alphabet - this . 
alphabe~.has 32 letters in al I. How many letters should there be on the 
u~pte if we expect there to be no more than 2,000,000 motor 
vehicle$'?" .. 

=5) Prove the change of base formula: 



6) Prove that the formula below is true: 

I +.2. ... 3 + Lf + ••• + N -
Use the method of proof of your choice. 

7) Graph the function f(x) = l092x. Then answer the following Questions. 

Justify your answer; without referring to the graph. 

What is the domain of l092x ? 

What is the range of lOQ,?x ? 
L. 

What happens to log2x when x -) 00 ? 



8) Suppose that f(x) is a periodic function with period P. Can f(x) be a 
one-to-one funct ion? Wri te down yes or no. 

If yes, provide an example of such a function f(x).
 
If no, give a proof of why there can be no such f(x).
 

9) The sun rises at 600 AJ1. At noon it is direct 1y overhead. I t sets at 
6:00 PM. You are 5 fee t ta] 1. How long is your shadow at 10:00 AM ? 



10) The star Alpha Beta is 4 1ight years away from us. The star Vega 
Omega is 6 1ight years away from us. The two stars are ru 1ight years 
away from each other. 

When we look up into the heavens above, what angle separates the two 
stars? 

1 I) Graprl Y = sin(2x;- Tn 



12) Consider the equation y =(A)(B t ). Create and solve a word problem 
where you know y, A, t, and you are solving for B. 

You need not be original, but you must indicate what y, A, t, and B mean 
with regard to the word problem. You must assign concrete numbers and 
units to y, A, t, and arrive at a concrete number for B. 

You need not simpl ify any expression for wrdcr, a calculator would be 
needed. 



13) Consider the Law of sines. Create and solve a word problem where 
you know sides a and b and angle A, and you are solving for angle B. 

You need not be original, but you must draw a picture and indicate what 
the two sides and the two angles mean with regard to the word problem. 
You must assign concrete numbers to a, b, A, and arrive at a concrete 
number for B. 

How many answers do you get for B? Answer this question by referring 
to any constraints in your problem. 

You need not simplify any expression for which a calculator would be 
needed. 



14) Essay: Suppose that b > i and n > 1are fixed. Why is it that, given b 
and n, we can always find an x large enough such that the exponential 
function bX is greater than the polynomial function xn ? You may focus on 
a particular exponential function, such as eX or 2x. Make your arguments 
as mathematical as possible. 



15)	 Let x and y be variab les. Let a, b, c, d, e, f be constants. 
You are given the equations ax + by = e and cx + dy = f. 
Solve for one of the variables, either x or y. 

Having in mind the constants a, b.. c, d, e, f, describe the conditions 
under which: 
I) there is exactly one solution 
II) there are infinitely many solutions 
III) there is no solution. 



16) Derive the quadratic formula. That is, without using the quadratic 
formula, solve for x in the equation ax2+bx+c =0, where a, b, care 
constants and a;z:O. 



17) Give a formula for sin(x+y) in terms of sin x, sin y, cos x, and cos y. 
Then use the geometry of right triangles to prove this formula. 

You may find the diagram below helpfuL As in the diagram, you may 
assume that x, y, and x+y are all acute angles. Feel free to add more lines 
to the diagram. 

o
 

.•.• ... .. ... ... .. 

C 

.... 
A.....----e 



18) Prove that nis not a rational number. (nis defined to be the 
positive number such that its square is equal to 2. 


